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1. The recitation instructor was prepared for
recitation.

2. The recitation instructor used appropriate
examples to clarify difficult concepts.

3. The recitation instructor was available to me (in-
person, electronically, or both). If there is no basis
to judge or not applicable, answer N/A.

4. The recitation enhanced my understanding of
the class material.

ARTSC Recitation Questions

Summary: 5-point scale - Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree

Question

Results

Mean
Response
Count

Standard
Deviation

The recitation instructor was prepared for recitation. 4.50 14 0.65

The recitation instructor used appropriate examples to clarify difficult concepts. 4.57 14 0.51

The recitation instructor was available to me (in-person, electronically, or both). If there
is no basis to judge or not applicable, answer N/A.

4.69 13 0.48

The recitation enhanced my understanding of the class material. 4.50 14 0.65

Detailed Responses
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Comments

What did you like best about the recitation instruction?

Comments

Cezar's a good guy. He's really funny, which was nice since the class is pretty dull and the material's rather boring. His
passion for the subject was clear, which improved the class atmosphere.

I love how passionate he is about math. Also, he would host extra recitations not part of the original class schedule .

Very fun class, yet learned a lot about math that we didn't cover in class. Lots of theory that explained things in the real
world

Friendliness and ease of communication both during and outside recitation. Clear knowledge and ability to explain
concepts.

Cezar is enthusiastic and makes a relatively boring subject come to life.

He's engaging

It cleared up a lot of the things that didn't make sense or we didn't have time for in the lecture. I got more out of the
recitations than the lectures a lot of the time.

He is a genius. Definitely the smartest person I have ever met for mathematics and really experienced at teaching as
well as understanding students.

Notes–Very helpful. Good and thorough examples in class.

Conversational teaching style, tries to engage students

If you were running this recitation, what would you do differently?

Comments

It seemed pretty obvious there was a lack of communication between our professor and our TA because they never
covered the same material. It was hard to balance and keep any sort of organized notes when we were always
bouncing between different topics.

return home works sooner

Scheduling

Coordinate more with professor to better organize concepts to go over in recitation period.

Establishing a stronger line of communication with the lecturer would be appreciated. Dr Sparling was a hard teacher
to learn from so it would have really benefitted us to have Cezar pick up the slack a little more efficiently.

Maybe hand out worksheets or something hands–on

N/A

I wouldnt do anything differently besides maybe getting homework back faster. Still havent gotten homework 5 through
12 or whatever the most recent one was back, normally I wouldn't care about getting hw back but it's useful in this
course because the exams are open notebook therefore the HW would help a lot. I do understand he is doing a lot of
stuff outside of just being a TA but it should still be a priority to return homeworks. Besides that the recitation was
actually extremely useful.

Put all notes on website.

Align recitation topics more closely to what is covered each week.
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1. Did you expereince difficulty in comprehending
your recitation instructor's spoken language in
recitation?

2. Did your recitation instructor experience difficulty
in comprehending the questions that were asked by
students in recitation?

Math Recitation Additional Items

Please answer the following questions about your recitation instructor:

The recitation instructor arrived for recitation on time.
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